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for more information regarding consulting with indigenous peoples and considering
gender, with specific case study examples, see clennans stakeholder consultation

(.pdf). r. clennan, part 1: stakeholder consultation ifc, [online.pdf]. available: april 24,
2007. [accessed feb. 24, 2019]. the us environmental protection agency (epa) also
has an online public participation guide.epa, public participation guide: view and
print version, united states environmental protection agency [online]. available:

[accessed feb. for a recent and local example of a stakeholder engagement plan, see
the university of victorias campus greenway engagement plan.university of victoria
campus planning and sustainability, engagement plan for: the university of victoria
grand promenade landscape plan and design guidelines, campus greenway [online].
available: a significant step in this plan a design charrette was implemented in the

fall of 2018; the results of that engagement activity, presented in a summary report
(. during the brainstorming stage, team members converge on potential solutions to
a problem. this is the stage when you are most likely to hear the word “amazing” a

lot. it is also the stage when team members look for people with different
backgrounds, skills, perspectives, and experiences to help solve a problem. you are

likely familiar with the requirements gathering phase in product development. in this
stage, team members learn about a project and determine what the requirements for

that project are. these may include technical, functional, physical, or time-related
requirements.
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